It's My Tractor and I Need It Now: State of Current Right to Repair Legislation
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What is Right to Repair?
Advocates for right to repair legislation argue for one simple principle: if you own something, you should be able to repair that device yourself or choose whichever repair technician of your choice, rather than be forced to purchase an entirely new device. Practically speaking, many Americans are without the means to service their own electronic devices once it inevitably breaks and manufacturers have long opposed legislative efforts to introduce meaningful legislation to facilitate consumer access to parts and information for self-repair.

However, many manufacturers, particularly longstanding critics of right to repair, have made significant advances in providing consumers with the information and parts to provide repairs on their devices at home. In late November 2021, Apple announced it would begin to supply commonly-repaired parts of iPhone 12 and 13 models and had plans for expanding its offerings in the following years. Others, notably John Deere, continue to stymie public access to parts and software. Despite promising in 2018 to address farmers’ concern that tractors and other equipment were becoming increasingly unrepairable because of the company’s increasing incorporation of software, many equipment owners still cannot purchase the diagnostic repair software to perform routine repairs.

For farmers, the impact of limited avenues to repair their equipment is relatively simple: they can’t work. Without the ability to self-repair their equipment, many have to wait days or weeks for a licensed technician to perform repairs which they were once able to perform themselves. If this equipment needs repair when crops need to be planted, every day the equipment is out of service is a day of lost yield. A consumer’s right to repair is especially important given the positive environmental impacts which follow from consumers having an easier time repairing their devices. Environmental advocates argue that making devices easier to repair, consumers would not need to replace them as frequently.

Current Legislative Right to Repair Landscape?
In 2021, more than half of all states introduced right to repair legislation, although the contents and protections afforded to consumers varied widely among states. For example,
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legislation proposed in Arkansas applied only to agriculture equipment while legislation in Delaware applied to all non-car devices. However, Massachusetts was the only state to successfully implement right to repair legislation. Back in 2020, voters approved a ballot measure which required auto makers to give car owners and independent mechanics more access to data about car’s internal systems via an open data platform. This open data platform would enable third parties to access the onboard diagnostic system and although the bill was meant to go into effect in 2022, automakers have successfully stalled its implementation.

The fight for the right to repair again entered the federal spotlight on February 3, 2022, when Rep. Bobby Rush introduced a bill that largely echoes the Massachusetts legislation. Rush’s legislation would ensure vehicle owners and independent repair shops access to vehicle diagnostic systems. Yet, Rush’s bill is hardly an aberration within Congress. Just last year Rep. Joe Morelle, introduced a more expansive bill, the Fair Repair Act, which would make consumer third-party electronic repair more accessible, enabling owners of farm equipment to cell phones to avoid returning to manufacturers for necessary repairs.

The right to repair movement, which aims to enable individual consumers the means to repair expensive electronic devices, again entered the legislative spotlight despite manufacturers’ efforts to increase repairability. Although many states introduced legislation within the past year, each with distinct products in mind, only Massachusetts has shown any appetite to enact such proposals.

Brandon Calderón is a 2L from Arlington Heights, Illinois. Brandon will be focusing on a litigation practice at Locke Lord in Chicago this summer and enjoys spending his free time with his rescue greyhound.
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